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FAT FINGER - Improving Asset Reliability & Workforce
Safety in Oil and Gas, Chemical and Manufacturing

CEOCFO: Mr. McDonough, what is SEE Forge?
Mr. McDonough: FAT FINGER improves asset reliability and workforce safety for 
traditional process industries like oil and gas, chemical and manufacturing by 
automating key processes with simple to use application. Our tagline is “From months to 
minutes” as we enable anyone to build apps in seconds with no code and only a few 
clicks. This creates what we call FAT FINGER apps that are designed for big finger 
users to do primarily field based work. Everything from asset inspections, operator 
rounds, safety, environmental, field tickets, quality control, etc. Anything that is done 
traditionally done by pen and paper, we can do it from a FAT FINGER app from any 
device such as an iPhone, Android or Computer. It provides executives analytics and 
insight into what is going on in operations that has never been seen before. We can then 
push and pull that data into any existing enterprise systems like SAP or others to breath 
life into existing systems.

CEOCFO: How are you able to accomplish this in a split second?
Mr. McDonough: We have spent years improving the platform that enables non-IT or 
technical people to drag and drop to easily create the apps they need to do their job. If 
they are a subject matter expect in their asset or in safety team they know what the 
procedure is and what data needs to be collected. They don’t have time to wait for IT or 
others to deliver a product they might not understand as deeply.

CEOCFO: Why the energy industry? Which came first, the technology or the 
industry?
Mr. McDonough: I have spent the last fifteen years in heavy industry from getting 
covered in hydraulic fluid to working for the largest management-consulting firm in the 
world specializing in Operational Excellence. I have experienced and consulted to the 
pain that these operations deal with every day. 

CEOCFO: Is the industry open to technology in general or is it still behind the times in certain aspects?
Mr. McDonough: Oil & Gas is open to innovation and achieve some remarkable things, however, in some ways they are 
in the Stone Age. The way these processes are done currently is dangerous and unreliable. Ultimately this results in high 
operational costs.

CEOCFO: How do you introduce yourselves to potential customers and how would someone find you if they 
were looking?
Mr. McDonough: We introduce ourselves as the FAT FINGER guys. People like it as a catchy name because we 
understand our users have big fingers and may not be that IT savvy. They need a simple but powerful tool to do their job 
safely and reliably and we provide that. People can find us online at www.seeforge.com

CEOCFO: Are the people in the field requesting better tools?
Mr. McDonough: Yes. Ultimately, we drive more profits and safer business environments for our clients which is an 
executive agenda. However, we get the most requests for our tool from the people in the field because traditionally those 
people are younger or are starting out in the field. These days people live on their digital devices and expect those types 
of tools. What they are currently given is a piece of paper and then they have to go back to the office to retype things and 
use clunky enterprise software. People expect a consumer experience to solve enterprise problems.
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Founder & CEO
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CEOCFO: Does the price of oil make a difference to SEE Forge? Is there an effect?
Mr. McDonough: It affects us positively because everyone is looking to lower costs of operations and improve safety. 
Business environment are changing faster and faster and FAT FINGER allows clients to react to what is needed.

CEOCFO: Are there certain tasks you could accomplish or reporting you can do that people do not seem to be 
embracing?
Mr. McDonough: We like to give the example of when you fly on a commercial flight, the 747 pilot does not just jump into 
the cockpit, randomly flick a couple and them hope to get to the other side. They have a best practice standard operation 
procedures and data that they have to collect to make sure that everyone arrives safely, on time and on budget. Then we 
look at an industry like oil and gas and manufacturing. They are mostly going on memory and “experience” and not 
following a standard operating procedure every time. FAT FINGER ensures that they are following standard operating 
procedure to make sure all the steps are followed and all vital the data is collected. That is done very easily and across 
any device so anyone can do it safely and cost effectively. 

CEOCFO: What have you learned since the product has been available? What has changed?
Mr. McDonough: Most older enterprise software simply does not cut it anymore. Users are starting to revolt. We meet 
with executive teams that question that the people in the field do not understand technology and are stuck in there ways. 
But actually the complete opposite is true. The people in the field are frustrated with executives not being up on to date 
providing the latest technology and an unwillingness to give innovative tools a try so they can do the job better.

CEOCFO: Where does SEE Forge fall in the security range?
Mr. McDonough: Security is extremely important. For example, providing non-secure pieces of paper and have a 
sensitive operating procedure disappear offsite is very risky. Going digital provides the control by roll to either internal or 
external contractors. Now when contractors finish the project, FAT FINGER clients can cut access to their procedures so 
that nobody walks away with their IP or data. Technology is putting up fortresses compared to what is currently available, 
walking around in thumb drives or binders of paper that are never used. 

CEOCFO: What might be different a year from now?
Mr. McDonough: We are focused on growing the company in energy and other processes related industries. We are 
actively signing up large strategic partners as we add value to their current product offering. 

CEOCFO: What surprised you as the company has grown and evolved?
Mr. McDonough: The excitement for the people who use the product. We focus on a safety and reliability message, but 
people who are actually users, once they start using the product, they get really excited and have ideas to continue to 
expand how FAT FINGER can add value across other processes in their day to day roles. It is exciting to hear when you 
create something and people want more of it.

CEOCFO: Why pay attention to SEE Forge and FAT FINGER today?
Mr. McDonough: We believe we have the most valuable, easiest to use and powerful enterprise platform on the market.

For more information: www.seeforge.com
Visit: James McDonough  832 691 7277  james@seeforge.com

“FAT FINGER improves asset reliability and workforce safety for traditional process industries like oil and gas, chemical and 
manufacturing by automating key processes with simple to use application. Our tagline is ‘From months to minutes’ as we 
enable anyone to build apps in seconds with no code and only a few clicks.” - James McDonough


